
[This is your secret book. This information can be useful, but don’t let it fall into the wrong hands!]

Parker Bond, Raye’s ex-spouse, is a fellow gambler at the racing tracks. You heard they lost nearly all their
money on a few bad bets. Perhaps they have a mob connection that has been keeping them afloat. 
Raye had told you they had received numerous threats by the mob. The mob even stopped by at one point and
roughed the place up. 
Jackie Kelley told you they had been having a long-term affair with Raye for years. They couldn’t have been
happy about Kris coming on the scene. 
You’ve seen Raye and Max have a few disagreements about helping Max out more at the bar. Max seemed to
be mostly doing the work. 
Kris Mansinni is a rumored member of the mob, but they can’t be the only one who is here tonight. 

What you do with this is up to you.

You dabbled in some fixed betting on a few horse races. You want to take down the mob, but you aren’t above
getting rich from them while you can!
You’ve gained access to the Velvet Note Lounge over the years through Max Davis. 

Get to the bottom of who killed Raye Reynolds. 
There’s more than one criminal here tonight. You have it on good authority that missing bank robber Chandler
Quick might be here tonight under another alias.
Someone has been talking directly to the tabloids, saying things like Raye Reynolds and Kris were secretly
married. Find out who their informant is.

Work to accomplish these goals throughout the night.

Keep This Secret

Blake Dickerson

Your Objectives Tonight

Information You Know

Well, you had to blow your cover almost immediately after the party started! Oh well, you are sure to still be able to find
some information.

Now many of these folks are gonna be prickly with the law, but that’s okay–you’ve dealt with these types before. You
know that Kris in particular is likely going to be a tough nut to crack, but seeing as how there is the murder of their dead
lover to solve, you don’t think they are gonna go anywhere anytime soon. 

It’s your job to get to the bottom of what happened. You know that these types of folks have more skeletons in their closet
than a jazz band has notes, so you will work to uncover exactly what happened here. 
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After the murder, characters receive their
goals and objectives for the rest of the

party

Every character is keeping a secret of their own

Objectives help guide each player during the party

Information and clues can be used by the player to solve
the murder and work with other players


